Public Input Solicitation and Comments Meeting
Re: South Carolina Draft Beneficiary Mitigation Plan
Tuesday, May 1, 2018 │ 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
South Carolina Bar Conference Center
1501 Park Street │ Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Written Summary of Meeting and Meeting Materials

Note: What follows is a brief summary of the Public Input and Solicitation Meeting that was
held on Tuesday, May 1, 2018 relating to South Carolina’s Draft Beneficiary Mitigation Plan
under the Volkswagen Environmental Mitigation Trust. Included in this summary is a copy of
all presentations and the written comments submitted by each interested party that spoke
during the meeting. To view the recording of the public meeting, click here.
Welcome and Introduction

Ray Farmer, Director of the South Carolina Department of Insurance, began the meeting at
approximately 1:02 p.m. He indicated that the Department of Insurance was designated by
Governor McMaster as the lead state agency for the Volkswagen Environmental Mitigation
Trust and advised that, today, the Department would take public comments from any
interested party. He further advised that the Department requested that all planning to
speak also submit their comments in writing.

Director Farmer indicated that, as will be discussed later, there will be an extended period
of time – until May 25th – to submit written comments. Director Farmer then requested that
all planning to speak limit their comments to five minutes in order to ensure that all speakers
would have the opportunity to speak.
Director Farmer then provided a brief overview of the history of the Volkswagen
Environmental Mitigation Trust.
Presentations and Public Comments
Included in this summary is a copy of Director Farmer’s presentation, followed by the
written comments submitted by each of the interested parties that spoke during the public
meeting (the times in parenthesis correspond to the time of their presentation on the
recording):
1. Ray Farmer, Director of Insurance (0:00 – 14:00)
2. Molly Spearman, Superintendent of Education (14:20 – 18:54)
3. Corky Clark, SC Propane Gas Association (19:17 – 23:58)
4. Emily Wier, Greenlots (24:20 – 28:23)
5. Eric McCarthy, Proterra (28:43 – 33:31)
6. Landon Masters, Palmetto Clean Fuels (33:56 – 36:00)
7. Michael Criss, US Green Building Council, SC Chapter (36:17 – 38:54)
8. Terecia Wilson, Transportation Association of SC (39:31 – 44:44)
9. Norm Sharp, Sierra Club (45:09 – 47:08)
10. Chris Carnevale, Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (47:36 – 53:24)
11. Alan Buck, EV owner (53:34 – 56:41)
12. Bonnie Loomis, SC Clean Energy Business Alliance (57:10 – 59:49)
13. Jack Ellsworth, Cummins Sales & Service (1:00:12 – 1:05:23)
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Question and Answer Period
Following the conclusion of the public comments at approximately 2:06 p.m., the Director
thanked everyone for their attendance and comments and then opened the meeting for
questions. Those questions, and his answers, follow.
Q1: Who prepared the draft Beneficiary Mitigation Plan?
A1: The staff of the Department of Insurance, with assistance from our environmental
engineering consultant.
Q2: Will the Department announce to the public if another public comment period will be
made available?
A2: If, after we review all comments received, the Department determines that changes to
the draft Plan are warranted, we’ll make those changes and then provide an additional 30day comment period. Director Farmer advised that anyone that hasn’t signed up for our
email notifications should do so as that is the best way for us to notify the public of these
developments.
Q3: Is there any specific date on which we anticipate a call for projects will be announced?
A3: There is no defined timeline yet.

Q4: $33 million can be spent quickly. Is there a time frame over which the Department
intends to spend the funds?
A4: As pointed out, $33 million is a lot of money, but it can be spent quickly. The time frame
will depend on a number of things, such as what types of proposals we get back. The Director
indicated that he doesn’t want to go too fast as technology is changing so quickly.
Meeting Conclusion
There being no further questions, Director Farmer thanked everyone for attending and
reminded them that the deadline for public comments is 5:00 p.m. on May 25, 2018. The
meeting concluded at approximately 2:10 p.m.
Meeting Attendees (alphabetically by affiliation)
First Name
John
Mark
Joey
Paul
Bob
James
Nicole
Keith
Brian

Last Name
Saleby
Denton
Coble
Dow
Gildner
Keel
McAden
Moody
Barnes

Affiliation
ABB
Alliance AutoGas
Blanchard Bus Centers
Blanchard Bus Centers
Blanchard Bus Centers
City of Greenville/ Greenlink
City of Greenville/ Greenlink
Clemson Area Transit
CPS Consulting
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First Name
Jack
Joshua
Tim
Marshall
John
Breeden
Mike
Rick
Emily
John
Sarah
Todd
Zachary
Patrick
Sally
Maeve
Rachel
Landon
Bill
Mike
Don
Hank
Eric
Tom
Bonnie

Last Name
Ellsworth
Fisher
Fogle
Rand
Wilhelmi
John
Smith
Mosteller
Wier
Williams
Hearn
Manuel
Bullock
Hamrick
Rogers
Mason
Mashaw
Masters
Leverett
Steele
Strickland
McCullough
McCarthy
Hopkins
Loomis

Molly
Kendall
Casey
Ray
Katie
Gwen
Michael
Corky
Jim
Chris
Terecia

Spearman
Buchanan
Clyburn
Farmer
Geer
McGriff
Wise
Clark
Woods
Carnevale
Wilson

Jay
Mike
Tim
Virgie
Emily

Affiliation
Cummins Sales and Service
Cummins Sales and Service
Cummins Sales and Service
Duke Energy
Eastern Research Group, Inc
Electric Cooperatives of SC
Electric Cooperatives of SC
Fort Sumter Tours
Greenlots
Greenville Co. Schools
House Ways and Means Committee
Interstate Transportation Equipment
Mabon Energy, LLC
Mabon Energy, LLC
Nexsen Pruet
Palmetto Clean Fuels/ SC Energy Office
Palmetto Clean Fuels/ SC Energy Office
Palmetto Clean Fuels/ SC Energy Office
Palmetto Railways
Palmetto Railways
Pee Dee Regional Transportation Authority
Piedmont Natural Gas
Proterra
Roush Cleantech
SC Clean Energy Business Alliance
SC Department of Administration, State Fleet
Faulkenberry Management
Boilman
SC Department of Education
Camp
SC Department of Education
Chambers
SC Department of Education
Heatwole
SC Department of Education
SC Department of Education
SC Department of Insurance
SC Department of Insurance
SC Department of Insurance
SC Department of Insurance
SC Department of Insurance
SC Department of Insurance
SC Propane Gas Association
Shealy Electric Wholesalers
Southern Alliance for Clean Energy
Transportation Association of SC
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First Name
Keith
Michael
Harland
Alan

Last Name
Scott
Criss
Chadbourne
Buck

Affiliation
Transportation Association of SC/ City of Anderson
US Green Building Council, South Carolina
Waste Pro USA

The following 49 pages include the presentations and written comments submitted by
speakers.
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VW Environmental Mitigation Trust
South Carolina’s Draft Beneficiary
Mitigation Plan
Raymond Farmer
Director
SC Department of Insurance
May 1, 2018 Public Meeting

Volkswagen Settlement Overview
• “Defeat devices” discovered in VW, Audi, and Porsche branded
diesel vehicles
oModel Years 2009-2016
oNearly 600,000 2.0L and 3.0L vehicles impacted

• Series of partial court settlements to remedy harm to
environment and economy
• Our involvement relates to establishment of Environmental
Mitigation Trust (EMT)

o$2.925 billion in funding from VW (nearly $34 million or 1.16% for SC)
oGoal is to mitigate excess NOx emissions by reducing future emissions

Environmental Mitigation Trust Timeline
2.0L Partial Court Settlement Approved
National Trustee Designated
3.0L Partial Court Settlement Approved
SCDOI Named SC’s Lead Agency
Finalized Agreement/ Trust Effective Date
SC Submits Certification as EMT Beneficiary

10/25/16
03/15/17
05/17/17
06/14/17
10/02/17
11/21/17

Environmental Mitigation Trust Timeline
SC Named Beneficiary Under EMT
SC Publishes Draft Beneficiary Mitigation Plan
Public Meeting on Draft BMP
Deadline for Public Comments on Draft BMP

01/29/18
04/10/18
05/01/18
05/25/18

Requirements of EMT
• Primarily a vehicle-for-vehicle or engine-for-engine replacement
program (replaced vehicles/engines must be scrapped)
• Eligible Mitigation Actions
o 10 categories
o Public or private fleets are eligible for funding

• 10 years to expend or obligate at least 80% of SC’s allocation
o 10/02/27

• Burden is on SC to certify compliance with terms of Trust
• Public reporting, accounting

Eligible Mitigation Actions
• Class 8 local freight trucks and
port drayage trucks
• Class 4-8 school, shuttle, and
transit buses
• Freight switcher locomotives
• Ferry and tug boats
• Shore power for ocean going
vessels

• Class 4-7 local freight trucks
• Airport ground support
equipment
• Forklifts and port cargo handling
equipment
• ZEV Charging Stations (≤ 15%)
• DERA Projects
• Admin costs (≤ 15%)

Early Feedback
26 formal submissions* totaling
$186,999,064.32 in funding requests
Most popular categories:
2. Class 4-8 School Bus, Shuttle Bus, or Transit Bus (Eligible Buses)
9. Light Duty Zero Emission Vehicle Supply Equipment
*not including informal feedback

SC’s Goals and Priorities

Overall Goal:
Reduce future NOx emissions while
focusing on the state’s needs.

Factors Being Considered Based on SC’s
Goals and Priorities
• NOx emissions reductions;
• The State’s needs;
• Cost effectiveness;
• Benefits to areas that experience
disproportionate levels of air
pollutants;
• Public health benefits, including
those for more vulnerable
populations;

• Environmental justice issues;
• Current and long-term
environmental and economic benefits;
• Leveraged funding opportunities;
• Other potential funding sources; and
•Demonstrated experience and/or
ability to implement project.

SC’s 2014 NOx Emissions by County

SC’s 2014 Mobile NOx Emissions
Mobile - On-Road
non-Diesel Light
Duty Vehicles
34%

Mobile - On-Road
non-Diesel Heavy
Duty Vehicles
1%
Mobile - On-Road Diesel
Light Duty Vehicles
2%

Mobile - Aircraft
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Marine Vessels
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Mobile - Non-Road
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Mobile - NonRoad Equipment
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3%
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Mobile
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Diesel
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3%
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Marine Vessels
12%

Mobile Locomotives
11%

Mobile - On-Road
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Vehicles
55%

Mobile - Non-Road
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19%

SC’s Proposed Allocation of EMT Funds
1. Class 4-8 School, Shuttle and Transit Buses (Eligible Buses)
2. Light Duty Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Supply Equipment
3. Other Eligible Mitigation Actions
As outlined in the draft Beneficiary Mitigation Plan, South Carolina
will prioritize funding requests for categories 1&2 listed above,
subject to the goals and considerations outlined in Section III.
However, additional Eligible Mitigation Actions may be considered
for funding and can be submitted for consideration in response to
the forthcoming solicitation for projects.

How to Comment
• All comments must be made in writing
• Ways to submit public comments:
oToday’s Public Meeting
oEmail to vwsettlement@doi.sc.gov
oMail or hand delivery to:
South Carolina Department of Insurance
Attn: Kendall Buchanan
1201 Main Street, Suite 1000
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Deadline for
Comments:
5:00 p.m. EDT
th
Friday, May 25

What’s Next?
Following the May 25th deadline for public comments:
 SCDOI to review all public comments/ publicly post
comments or a summary thereof
 If substantial changes to draft BMP are needed, a revised
draft will be published along with a 30-day public
comment period
 Final BMP will be published
 SCDOI will issue a solicitation for projects

Opportunity for
Public Comment
Contact Us:
vwsettlement@doi.sc.gov │ (803) 737-2420
vwsettlement.sc.gov

May 1, 2018
South Carolina Department of Insurance
Attn: Kendall Buchanan
1201 Main Street, Suite 1000
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
Re: SACE Comments on South Carolina Draft Beneficiary Mitigation Plan for
Volkswagen Diesel Emission Settlement
Dear Director Farmer, Ms. Buchanan, and Department of Insurance,

1.866.522.SACE
www.cleanenergy.org
P.O. Box 1842
Knoxville, TN 37901
865.637.6055
46 Orchard Street
Asheville, NC 28801
828.254.6776
250 Arizona Avenue, NE
Atlanta, GA 30307
404.373.5832
P.O. Box 310
Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785
954.295.5714
P.O. Box 13673
Charleston, SC 29422
843.225.2371

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on our state’s draft beneficiary mitigation
plan as part of the Volkswagen diesel emission settlement. We appreciate your dedication to a transparent
process and willingness to incorporate public opinion into the plan.

The Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (SACE) is a regional nonprofit membership organization that
promotes responsible energy choices that create global climate change solutions and ensure clean, safe and
healthy communities throughout the Southeast. We have worked to reduce the burden of diesel emissions
and advocated for clean transportation fuels and vehicle electrification for 15 years throughout the region,
including South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, and Florida.
Vehicle electrification has emerged as the most economic transportation-sector technology opportunity to
reduce harmful vehicle emissions. As such, we recommend that South Carolina prioritize vehicle
electrification as the top priority in our beneficiary mitigation plan. Specifically, we have two
recommendations:
1. any bus engine-for-engine swap carried out under the mitigation plan should be electric
2. the plan should maximize the allowable 15% for light duty electric vehicle charging equipment
1. Electric engine swaps for buses
Switching buses from a diesel engine to electric is a more cost-effective option on a total cost of ownership
basis than any other fuel option available.
While electric buses have higher upfront prices than diesel, compressed natural gas (CNG), or hybrid buses,
the very low operating costs of electric buses make them the most economical option. Currently, a new
electric bus costs approximately $789,000 (for example, a Proterra electric bus). A hybrid bus costs about
$674,000, a CNG bus costs about $542,000, and a diesel bus costs about $483,000. Nationwide, per bus
annual fuel and maintenance costs are approximately $55,000 for diesel, $90,000 for hybrid, and $72,000 for
CNG. By contrast, those costs of electric buses are only $15,000 a year per bus.
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Based on these costs and estimates using the Argonne National Laboratory's AFLEET modeling, the total cost
of ownership for an electric bus is 21% lower than a new diesel bus. Maintenance costs for electric buses are
also between 70% and 79% lower than for CNG and new diesel buses respectively, contributing to significant
cost savings over the lifetime of a bus. Based on currently reported data, each all-electric bus acquired to
replace a diesel bus will save the fleet over $200,000 as compared to a new diesel bus purchase.
Further, the cost premium of electric buses is dropping quickly. As manufacturing scales up, and as battery
costs—the most expensive part of an electric vehicle—plummet over time, electric bus prices have and will
continue to fall rapidly.
A recent California Air Resources Board (CARB) study shows that every year the price premium for electric
buses decreases and, by 2022, they will be at cost parity with and continue to decrease as compared to
diesel buses. Therefore, every new bus bought will continue to shift the premium down. Using the VW
Environmental Mitigation Trust funds to invest in electric buses now will place additional downward
pressure on cost premiums and set the stage for future procurement.
Not only is the lifetime cost lower, electric buses also offer the most cost-effective NOx reductions, as well as
the biggest reductions in air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions of available technologies for bus
replacement. According to the AFLEET model, there are drastic differences between lifetime emissions of
criteria pollutants and greenhouse gases across electric, diesel, and CNG buses (see chart below).

While diesel and CNG buses emit NOx and VOCs, electric buses do not have any tailpipe emissions. While
electricity from the grid to charge plug-in vehicles can result in such emissions, electric vehicles are already
currently cleaner than any conventional vehicles on the road and will only get cleaner over time as the state
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electricity generation shifts to more lower-emitting and non-emitting sources. In addition to South Carolina’s
efforts to make its grid cleaner, emissions from the grid are also not at street level in densely populated
areas, where vehicle exhaust can concentrate.
2. Light duty electric vehicle charging equipment
We support the Department’s priority to investigate allocating up to 15% of the EMT settlement for light
duty vehicle charging equipment. Investing in highly visible electric vehicle charging stations will help build
the charging network that will be required for broader deployment of electric vehicles. Publicly accessible
and visible charging stations will help improve the experience of electric vehicle drivers by increasing the
convenience of charging, and will also help alleviate concerns of range anxiety that prevent car buyers from
buying electric in spite of EVs’ relative advantages over conventional engines.
Furthermore, deploying electric vehicle charging stations will help build the growing EV economy in South
Carolina, where major manufacturers are investing billions of dollars and employing thousands of South
Carolinians to bring electric vehicles to market. For example, Volvo is investing $1 billion into their brandnew Berkeley county plant, creating 4,000 local jobs, where they will make exclusively electric and hybrid
vehicles beginning next year. Over the years, BMW has invested $8 billion in its Spartanburg facility, which
now has a battery assembly hall to produce power cells for the X5 hybrids, and currently produces the plugin hybrid electric X5 xDrive40e iPerformance and will begin producing the all-electric X3 in 2020. Proterra,
who employs 200 people at its Greenville facility, has recently captured about 5% of the domestic bus
market, and is forecasting a tripling in production this year. Electric vehicles are clearly a growth industry for
South Carolina and the deployment of electric charging stations would help grow the EV market locally and
provide economic benefits to the state.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Chris Carnevale
Coastal Climate & Energy Manager
Southern Alliance for Clean Energy
Charleston, SC

Anne Blair
Clean Fuels Director
Southern Alliance for Clean Energy
Atlanta, GA
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Kendall Buchanan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bonnie Loomis <bonnie@scceba.biz>
Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:26 PM
VW Settlement
Re: Registration of intention to appear

WARNING
This is an external email. DO NOT CLICK links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the
content is safe.

Kendall - Here is the text of my comments - thank you!
Thank you for today's meeting on this Draft Mitigation Plan and for the work leading up to today, along with the work
to come.
I am Bonnie Loomis and, as of February 2018, I am Executive Director of the SC Clean Energy Business Alliance
(SCCEBA).
SCCEBA is a 501(c) 3 chartered in 2011 whose mission is the expand SC's clean energy economy. As of 2016, SC's
clean energy economy accounted for almost 400 firms, 18,000 full-time equivalent employees and nearly $4B annually
in gross revenue.
In support of this mission, SCCEBA engages in information exchange, strategic partnership and thought leadership
across our state. One of our current thought leadership efforts is development of a set of market-driven, voluntary
clean energy goals for SC for achievement by 2025. A 25% increase in clean transportation is one of those goals.
To that end, SCCEBA has engaged in academic study and stakeholder discussion of SC's current clean transportation
environment and our future opportunities. SCCEBA plans to present written comment based on this study and
stakeholder feedback.
One of our recommendations will be for DOI to specifically integrate a weighting of SC clean energy economic impact
into the grant evaluation criteria such that this is independent of environmental benefits and favors grants with SC clean
energy economic benefits.
Again, thank you DOI. And, to those in attendance today, please consider partnering with SCCEBA through
membership or event support so that, together, we can achieve our collective environmental and economic goals for
SC.
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